Analysis of behavior-related excitatory inputs to a central pacemaker nucleus in a weakly electric fish.
Gymnotid electric fish explore their environment and communicate with conspecifics by means of rhythmic electric organ discharges. The neural command for each electric organ discharge arises from activity of a medullary pacemaker nucleus composed of two neuronal types: pacemaker and relay cells. During different behaviors as in courtship, exploration and agonistic interactions, these species display specific electric organ discharge frequency and/or waveform modulations. The neural bases of these modulations have been explained in terms of segregation of inputs to pacemaker or relay cells, as well as differential activation of the glutamate receptors of these cells. One of the most conspicuous electric organ discharge frequency modulations in Gymnotus carapo results from the activation of Mauthner cells, a pair of reticulospinal neurons that are involved in the organization of sensory-evoked escape responses in teleost fish. The activation of Mauthner cells in these animals produces a prolonged increase in electric organ discharge rate, whose neural mechanisms involves the activation of both N-methyl-D-aspartate (NMDA) and metabotropic glutamatergic receptors of pacemaker cells. Here we provide evidence which indicates that pacemaker cells are the only cellular target of the synaptic inputs responsible for the Mauthner cell initiated electric organ discharge modulation at the medullary pacemaker nucleus. Additionally, although pacemaker cells express both NMDA and non-NMDA ionotropic receptors, we found that non-NMDA receptors are not involved in this synaptic action which suggests that NMDA and non-NMDA receptor subtypes are not co-localized at the subsynaptic membrane. NMDA receptor activation of pacemaker cells seems to be an efficient neural strategy to produce long-lasting enhancements of the fish sampling capability during Mauthner cell-initiated motor behaviors.